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Abstract
We focus on dialog models in the context of
clinical studies where the goal is to help gather,
in addition to the closed set of information col-
lected based on a questionnaire, serendipitous
information that is medically relevant. To pro-
mote user engagement and address this dual
goal (collecting both a predefined set of data
points and more informal information about
the state of the patients), we introduce an en-
semble model made of three bots: a task-based,
a follow-up and a social bot. We introduce a
generic method for developing follow-up bots.
We compare different ensemble configurations
and we show that the combination of the three
bots (i) provides a better basis for collecting
information than just the information seeking
bot and (ii) collects information in a more effi-
cient manner that an ensemble model combin-
ing the information seeking and the social bot.

1 Introduction

Current work on Human-Machine interaction fo-
cuses on three main types of dialogs: task-based,
open domain and question answering conversa-
tional dialogs. The goal of task-based models is to
gather the information needed for a given task e.g.,
gathering the price, location and type of a restau-
rant needed to recommend this restaurant. Usually
trained on social media data (Roller et al., 2020)
(Adiwardana et al.), open domain conversational
models aim to mimick open domain conversation
between two humans. Finally, question answering
conversational models seek to model dialogs where
a series of inter-connected questions is asked about
a text passage.

In this paper, we consider dialog models in the
context of clinical studies i.e., dialog models which
are used to collect the information needed by the
medical body to assess the impact of the clinical
trial on a cohort of patients (e.g., information about
their mood, their activity, their sleeping patterns).
In the context of these clinical studies, the goal

of the dialog model is two-fold. A first goal is
to collect a set of pre-defined data points i.e., an-
swers to a set of pre-defined questions specified in
a questionnaire. A second goal is to gather relevant
serendipitous information i.e., health related infor-
mation that is not addressed by the questionnaire
but that is provided by the user during the interac-
tion and which may be relevant to understand the
impact of the therapy investigated by the clinical
study. This requires keeping the user engaged and
prompting him/her with relevant follow-up ques-
tions.

To model these three goals (collecting a prede-
fined set of data points, keeping the user engaged
and gathering more informal information about the
state of the patient), we introduce an ensemble
model which combines three bots: a task-based
bot (MEDBOT) whose goal is to collect informa-
tion about the mood, the daily life, the sleeping
pattern, the anxiety level and the leisure activities
of the patients; a follow-up bot (FOLLOWUPBOT)
designed to extend the task-based exchanges with
health-related, follow-up questions based on the
user input; and an empathy bot (EMPATHYBOT)
whose task is to reinforce the patient engagement
by providing empathetic and socially driven feed-
back.

Our work makes the following contributions.

• We introduce a model where interactions are
driven by three main goals: maintaining user
engagement, gathering a predefined set of in-
formation units and encouraging domain re-
lated user input.

• We provide a generic method to create training
data for a bot that can follow-up on the user
response while remaining in a given domain
(in this case the health domain).

• We show that such a follow-up bot is crucial
to support both information gathering and user
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engagement and we provide a detailed analy-
sis of how the three bots interact.

2 Related Work

Several approaches have explored the use of en-
semble models for dialog. While Song et al. (2016)
proposed an ensemble model for human-machine
dialog which combines a generative and a retrieval
model, further ensemble models for dialog have fo-
cused on combining agents/bots designed to model
different conversation strategies. Yu et al. (2016)
focus on open domain conversation and combines
three agents, two to improve dialog coherence (en-
suring that pronouns can be resolved and maximis-
ing semantic similarity with the current context)
and one to handle topic switch (moving to a new
topic when the retrieval confidence score is low).
The ALANA ensemble model (Papaioannou et al.,
2017b,a), developed for the Amazon Alexa Chal-
lenge i.e., for open domain chitchat, combines do-
main specific bots used to provide information from
different sources with social bots to smooth the in-
teractions (by asking for clarification, expressing
personal views or handling profanities). Similarly,
Yu et al. (2017) introduces a dialog model which in-
terleaves a social and a task-based bot. Conversely,
Gunson et al. (2020) showed that success of inter-
leaving depends on the context and that in a public
setting, users either prefer purely task-based sys-
tems or fail to see a difference between task-based
and a richer ensemble model combining task-based
and social bots.

Our work differs from these previous approaches
in that we combine a standard, task-based model
with both a social bot and a domain specific, follow-
up bot. This allows both for more natural dialogs
(by following up on the user input rather than sys-
tematically asking about an item in the predefined
set of topics) and for additional relevant, health
related information to be gathered.

3 ComBot, an ensemble Model for
Repeated Task-Based Interactions

We introduce the three bots making up our en-
semble model and the ensemble model combining
them.

3.1 Medical Bot

MEDBOT is a retrieval model which uses the pre-
trained ConveRT dialog response selection model
(Henderson et al., 2019) to retrieve a query from

the MedTree Corpus (Liednikova et al., 2020). It
is designed to collect information from the user
based on a predefined set of questions contained in
a questionaire.

The MedTree Dataset. The MedTree corpus
(Liednikova et al., 2020) was developed to train
a task-based, information seeking, health bot on
five domains: sleep, mood, anxiety, daily tasks
and leisure activities. It was derived from a dialog
tree provided by a domain expert (i.e., a physician)
and designed to formalise typical patient-doctor
interactions occurring in the context of a clinical
study. In that tree, each branch captures a sequence
of (Doctor Question, Patient Answer) pairs and
each domain is modeled by a separate tree with the
root introducing the conversation (initial question)
and the leaves providing a closing statement. The
MedTree corpus is then derived from this tree by
extracting from each branch of the tree, all context-
question pairs, where the context consists of a se-
quence of patient-doctor-patient turns present on
that branch and the question is the following doctor
question. A fragment of the decision tree created
for the sleep domain and an example dialog are
shown in Figure 1.

There are two versions of the MedTree corpus:
one consisting of only the context/question pairs
derived from the dialog tree (INIT) and the other in-
cluding variants of these pairs based on paraphrases
extracted from forum data (ALL). In (Liednikova
et al., 2020), the ALL corpus is used to train a
generative and a classification model. In our work,
we use (a slightly modified version1 of) the INIT
corpus instead, as its small size facilitates retrieval
(the number of candidates is small) and preliminary
experimentations showed better results when using
the INIT corpus.

Model. ConverT is a Transformer-based
Encoder-Decoder which is trained on Reddit
(727M input-response pairs) to identify the dialog
context most similar to the current context and to
retrieve the dialog turn following this context. In
order to retrieve from the MedTree corpus, the
question that best fits the current dialog context,
the MEDBOT model compares the last three
turns of the current dialog with contexts from
the MedTree Corpus. The model identifies the

1The modifications consists in shortening the questions,
changing all leaves to statements and adding meta-statements
about the dialog to account for cases where the user indicates
misunderstanding or agreement
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MedTree corpus context with the highest similarity
score2 and outputs the question following that
context. If the selected question has already been
asked in the dialog generated so far and provided
it is not a question such as “What other things
would you like to share with me ?”, we retrieve
the next best question that is not a repetition. No
fine-tuning is done due to the small amount of
data.

3.2 Follow-Up Bot

One main motivation behind the use of a health-bot
in clinical studies is to complement the informa-
tion traditionally gathered through a fixed ques-
tionnaire filled in each week by the patients with
serendipitous information i.e., information that is
not actively queried by the questionnaire but that is
useful to analyse the cohort results.

The MEDBOT model introduced in the previous
section is constrained to address only those top-
ics which are present in the dialog tree, in effect,
modeling a closed questionnaire. To allow for the
collection of serendipitous health information, we
develop the FOLLOWUPBOT whose function is to
generate health-related questions which are not pre-
dicted by the dialog tree but which naturally follow
from the user input. The main difference of FOL-
LOWUPBOT from MEDBOT is the way it retrieves
questions that are not in the sequence, but the ones
that occurs in the same context even if the question
itself doesn’t share the lexions with the previous
turns. Rather than artificially restricting the dia-
log to the limited set of topics pre-defined by the
dialog tree, the combined model (MEDBOT + FOL-
LOWUPBOT) allows for transitions based either on
the dialog tree or on health-related, follow-up ques-
tions. In that sense, FOLLOWUPBOT allows not
only for the collection of health-related serendipi-
tous information but also for smoother dialog tran-
sitions.

Like MEDBOT, FOLLOWUPBOT used the pre-
trained ConveRT model to retrieve context appro-
priate queries from a dialog dataset. In this case
however, the queries are retrieved from the Health-
Board dataset, a new dataset we created to support
follow-up questions in the health domain.

The Healthboard Dataset. This dataset consists
of (s, q) pairs where s is a (health related) state-

2Both contexts are encoded using ConveRT as average of
embeddings of the last turn and concatenation of preceding
ones. The inner product is used to compute similarity.

ment and q is a follow-up question for that state-
ment. We extract this dataset from the Health-
board forum 3 as follows. We first select 16 fo-
rum categories (listed in Table 1) that are rele-
vant to our five domains. In the forum, each
category includes multiple conversational threads,
each thread consists of multiple posts and each
post is a text of several paragraphs that can be
split into sentences. In total, we collect 175,789
posts from 31,042 threads with 5.68 posts in av-
erage per thread. We then segment each post into
sentences using the default NLTK sentence seg-
menter. We label each sentence with a dialogue act
classifier in order to distinguish statements ("sd"
label) from questions ("qo" label). For this la-
belling, we fine-tune the Distilbert Transformer-
based classification model 4 on the Switchboard
Corpus Stolcke et al. (2000) using 6 classes “qo”
(Open-Question), “sd” (Statement-non-opinion),
“ft” (Thanking), “aa” (Agree/Accept), “%” (Un-
interpretable) and “ba” (Appreciation). For each
question q (i.e., sentence labelled “qo”) in each
thread T , we gather all statements (i.e., all sen-
tences labeled as “sd”) which precede q in T into
a pool of candidate statements5. As dialogue turns
in bots should remain short, we filter sentences
that have more than 100 tokens. For each candi-
date statement, we calculate its similarity with the
question using the dot product on their ConveRT
embeddings. We filter out all candidate statements
whose score with the question is less than 0.6. If af-
ter filtering the resulting pool contains at least one
candidate, we select the top-ranked statement and
add the statement-question pair pair to the dataset.
The resulting dataset contains 3,181 (statement,
question) pairs.

Model. Similar to the MEDBOT model, the FOL-
LOWUPBOT model used the pre-trained ConveRT
model to compare the current dialog context (the
preceding three turns) with the statements con-
tained in the HealthBoard dataset using the in-
ner product. The top-20 candidates are then re-
trieved and filtered using Maximal Marginal Rel-

3https://www.healthboards.com/
4https://huggingface.co/distilbert-base-uncased
5We do not restrict the set of candidates at that stage i.e.,

we consider all posts that precede the question within the
question thread and all statements in these posts no matter
how far away the statement is from the question. In practice,
the set of such statements has limited size and distance does
not seem to matter too much although an investigation of that
factor would be interesting. We leave this question open for
further research as it is not central to our paper.
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Figure 1: Fragment of decision tree for the sleep domain and a corresponding dialog

Category Threads Posts Avg

anxiety 6852 38523 5.63
anxiety tips 42 71 1.69
chronic fatigue 670 3856 5.77
chronic pain 646 4893 7.59
depression 5327 32998 6.21
depression tips 27 51 1.89
exercise fitness 1583 8142 5.16
general health 7279 29858 4.11
healthy lifestyle 104 621 5.97
pain management 4985 38738 7.79
panic disorders 1314 8376 6.39
share your anxiety story 42 42 1
share your depression story 55 71 1.29
share your pain story 28 42 1.50
sleep disorders 1671 7656 4.59
stress 415 1973 4.76

Table 1: Forum Categories used for the Creation of the
HealthBoard Dataset

evance (MMR) (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998)
with λ = 0.5 to control for repetitions6. Next, we
compute the similarity between the remaining se-
lected questions and the questions included in the
current dialog context (all preceding dialog turns)
and we exclude candidates with similarity score 0.8
or higher. After filtering, the top ranking candidate
is selected and the associated follow-up question is
output.

3.3 Empathy Bot
As the name suggests, the role of the EMPATHY-
BOT is to engage the user by showing empathy.
For this bot, we use Roller et al. (2020) generative
model which was pre-trained on a variant of Red-
dit discussion (Baumgartner et al., 2020) and fine-
tuned on the ConvAI2 (Zhang et al., 2018), Wizard
of Wikipedia (Dinan et al., 2019), Empathetic Di-
alogues (Rashkin et al., 2019), and Blended Skill
Talk datasets (BST) (Smith et al., 2020) to opti-

6MMR is a measure for quantifying the extent to which
a new item is both dissimilar to those already selected and
similar to the target (here a selected question). A λ value of
0.5 favors similarity and diversity equally, both matter equally.

mize engagigness and humanness in open-domain
conversation.

3.4 Ensemble Model (ComBot)

Each bot provides a single candidate. To rank them,
we encode the whole current dialog context and
each candidate response using the ConveRT en-
coder, we calculate similarity (dot product) for each
candidate/context pair and we select the candidate
with highest similarity score. In case all candidates
scores are less than 0.1, we consider that there is
no good response and we end the conversation.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data

Table 2 shows some statistics for the corpora used
for pretraining (ConveRT, Blender) and for re-
trieval (INIT, HealthBoard). For MEDBOT and
FOLLOWUPBOT, we use the ConveRT model from
PolyAI 7. For EMPATHYBOT, we use the Blender
model with 90M parameters from the ParlAI library
8 .

One benefit of the ensemble approach is that
several models can be combined, each mod-
elling different types of dialog requirements. We
compare different configurations of our three
bots: COMBOT (which combines the three
bots), MEDBOT (using only the task-based bot),
MED+EMPATHYBOT an ensemble model which
combines the task-based ( MEDBOT) and the so-
cial bot (EMPATHYBOT) and MEDBOT+ FOL-
LOWUPBOT, a bot combining the task-based and
the follow-up question bot.

We first use automatic metrics and global sat-
isfaction scores to compare the four models. We
restrict the Acute-Eval, human-based model com-
parison to the two best performing systems namely,

7https://github.com/connorbrinton/polyai-
models/releases/tag/v1.0

8https://parl.ai/projects/recipes/
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COMBOT and MEDBOT.

4.2 Evaluation

As there does not exist a dataset of well-formed
health-related dialogs whose aim is both to an-
swer a clinical study questionaire and to allow for
serendipitous interactions, we have no test set on
which to compare the output of our dialog models.
Moreover, as has been repeatedly argued, reference-
based, automatic metrics such as BLEU or ME-
TEOR, fail to do justice to the fact that a dialog
context usually has many possible continuations.
We therefore use reference-free automatic metrics
and human assessment for evaluation.

Human evaluation. We use the MTurk platform
to collect human-bot dialogs for our four models
(COMBOT, MEDBOT and MED+EMPATHYBOT)
and ask the crowdworkers to provide a satisfaction
rate at the end of their interaction with the bot.
We then run a second MTurk crowdsourcing task
to grade and compare dialogs pairs produced by
different models.

To collect dialogs, we ask participants to interact
with the bot for as long as they want. The con-
versation starts randomly with one of the initial
questions of MEDBOT. The interaction stops ei-
ther when all candidates scores are less than 0.1 (cf.
Section 3.4) or when the user ends the conversa-
tion. For each model, we collect 50 dialogs. Each
annotator interacts at most once with a bot.

At the end of each human-bot conversation, the
annotator is asked to rate satisfaction on a 1-5 Lik-
ert scale (a higher score indicates more satisfac-
tion).

Assigning a satisfaction score to a single dia-
log is a highly subjective task however with scores
suffering from different bias and variance per anno-
tators (Kulikov et al., 2019). As argued by Li et al.
(2019), comparing two dialogs, each produced by
different models, and deciding on which dialog
is best with respect to a predefined set of ques-
tions, helps support a more objective evaluation.
We therefore use the Acute-Eval human evaluation
framework to compare the dialogs collected using
different bots. Since the automatic evaluation (cf.
Section 5.1) shows that COMBOT and MEDBOT

are the best systems, we compare only these two
systems asking annotators to read pairs of dialogs
created by these two bots and to then answer the
pre-defined set of questions recommended by Li
et al. (2019)’s evaluation protocol namely:

• Who would you prefer to talk to for a long
conversation?

• If you had to say one of the speakers is inter-
esting and one is boring, who would you say
is more interesting?

• Which speaker sounds more human?

• Which speaker has more coherent responses
in the conversation?

We report the percentage of time one model was
chosen over the other.

For this comparison, we consider 50 dialog pairs
(one dialog produced by COMBOT, the other by
MEDBOT) and for each Acute-Eval question, col-
lected 50 judgments, one per dialog pair. We had
ten annotators, each annotating at most 5 dialog
pairs. To maximise similarity between the dialogs
being compared, we create the dialog pairs by com-
puting euclidean distance between context embed-
dings of MEDBOT and COMBOT dialogue sets.
Then we composed a pair of two closest items and
excluded them from the choice in the next iteration.

Automatic Metrics. After collecting dialogues
we perform their automatic evaluation. All scores
are computed on the 50 bot-human dialogs col-
lected for a given model. Table 3 shows the result
scores averaged over 50 dialogs.

To measure coherence, we exploit the unsuper-
vised model CoSim introduced by Mesgar et al.
(2019); Xu et al. (2018); Zhang et al. (2017). This
model measures the coherence of a dialog as the av-
erage of the cosine similarities between ConveRT
embedding vectors of its adjacent turns.

To assess task success, we count the number of
unique medical entities (Slots) mentioned. We do
this using the clinical NER-model from gthe Stanza
library (Zhang et al., 2020) 9, a model trained on
the 2010 i2b2/VA dataset (Uzuner et al., 2011) to
extract named entities denoting a medical problem,
test or treatment. We report the average number
of medical entities both per dialog and in the user
turns (to assess how much medical information
comes from the user).

Following Yu et al. (2017), we also calculate In-
formation gain (InfoGain), the average number of
unique tokens per dialog and Conversation Length
(ConvLen), the average number of turns in the over-
all dialog.

9http://stanza.run/bio
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Reddit ConvAI2 WoW EmpaDial BSD INIT HealthBoard

Nb of context-question pairs 211803 83011 76673 27018 168 3181
Nb of distinct turns 1.50B 267945 165213 88757 53335 154 73140
Nb of tokens 568B 3791971 2720426 2625338 912857 3688 202389
Nb of tokens per turn (Avg, Max, Min) 8.95 16.39 17.12 16.89 6.92 11.5
Vocabulary size 20707 95590 59438 52561 306 7321

Table 2: Corpus statistics (Reddit: pre-training corpus for ConveRT and the Empathy bot. ConvAI2, WoW, Empa-
Dial and BSD: Datasets used to fine-tune the Empathy Bot. INIT: used for the MedBot retrieval step. HealthBoard:
for FollowUp Bot Fine-Tuning and Retrieval .)

Model Satisf. CoSim Slots ConvLen InfoGain UserQ

MEDBOT 3.94 0.26 6.24 (1.68) 28.46 108.82 (3.82) 0.08 (4)
MEDBOT+ FOLLOWUPBOT 3.18 0.34 11.65 (3.22) 36.06 153.23 (4.25) 0.47 (23)
MEDBOT+ EMPATHYBOT 3.77 0.34 3.87 (1.46) 30.29 140.19 (4.63) 0.68 (33)
COMBOT 3.72 0.36 7.12 (2.82) 21.96 124.82 (5.68) 0.48 (24)

Table 3: Satisfaction Scores (Satisf.) and Results of the Automatic Evaluation. CoSim: Average Cosine Similarity
between adjacent turns. Slots: Average Number of Medical Entities per dialogue (in brackets: average number in
the user turns). ConvLen: Average Number of turns per dialog. InfoGain: Average number of unique tokens per
dialog (in brackets: normalised by dialog length). UserQ: number of questions asked by Human (in bracket: total
number for 50 dialogs). All metrics are averaged over the 50 Human-Bot dialogs collected for each model.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: (a) Distribution of the Satisfaction Scores for each configuration, (b) Conversation length distribution for
MedBot and ComBot, (c) Acute-Eval results for both systems, (d) Majority bot ratio in COMBOT

Finally, we compute the number of questions
asked by the user (UserQ) as an indication of the
user trust and engagement. We compute both the
total number of questions present in the 50 dialog
collected for a given model and the average number
of question per dialog.

5 Results and Discussion

We compare four models using automatic metric
and absolute satisfaction scores. Based on this first
evaluation, we compare two of these models using
the Acute-Eval human evaluation framework. We
display an example dialog and discuss the respec-
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tive use of each bot in the COMBOT model.

5.1 Automatic Evaluation and Absolute
Satisfaction Scores

Table 3 shows the absolute satisfaction scores (i.e.,
scores provided on the basis of a single dialog
rather than by comparing dialogs produced by dif-
ferent models) and the results of the automatic eval-
uation for the four models mentioned above.

ComBot provides a better basis for collect-
ing information than MedBot. The automatic
scores show that COMBOT consistently outper-
forms MEDBOT on informativity (Slots, InfoGrain)
while allowing for shorter dialogs (ConvLen). In
other words, COMBOT allows for a larger range
of informational units (words and medical named
entities) to be discussed in fewer turns.

ComBot collects information in a more
user-friendly, more efficient manner than
Med+EmpathyBot. While the InfoGain
scores are higher for MED+EMPATHYBOT and
MEDBOT+FOLLOWUPBOT than for COMBOT

(InfoGain: 140.19 and 153.23 vs. 124.82), this
is achieved at the cost of much longer dialogs
(ConvLen: 30.29 and 36.06 vs. 21.96; cf. also
Figure 2b) In fact, when normalising InfoGain
by the number of dialog turns (ConvLen), we
see that in average, a turn in COMBOT dialogs
contains a much higher number of unique tokens
(i.e., is more informative) than for MEDBOT

(3.82), MEDBOT+EMPATHYBOT (4.63) or
MEDBOT+FOLLOWUPBOT (4.25).

ComBot allows for more coherent dialogs. In
terms of quality, the differences in satisfaction
scores between the three models is not statistically
significant (p < 0.05, T-test). For dialog coher-
ence (Measured by CoSim) however, COMBOT

scores highest (0.36) and the difference with MED-
BOT is statistically significant (p < 0.05, T-test).
This suggests that follow up questions help support
smoother transitions between dialog turns.

5.2 Comparative Human Evaluation

The results of the comparative human evaluation
are presented in Figure 2.

ComBot is judged more knowledgeable, more
interesting, more human and better for long
conversations. COMBOT outperforms MEDBOT

on all Acute-Eval questions (Figure 2c).

In particular, users find COMBOT more knowl-
edgeable by a large margin. This is in line with the
automatic metrics results (higher COMBOT values
for Slots and InfoGain) and is likely due to the fact
that the COMBOT model supports the use of health-
related, follow-up questions which in turn allows
for a wider range of medical issues to be discussed
than just those present in the MEDBOT corpus.

Users also show a clear preference for COMBOT

in long conversations (Figure 2a). While this seems
to contradict the fact that both models have simi-
lar satisfaction score, we conjecture that the high
MEDBOT satisfaction score is an artefact of the
MEDBOT model. Since the MEDBOT coverage
is restricted, the users have low expectations and
correspondingly give high satisfaction scores (they
are easily satisfied because their expectations are
low). An indication of these low user expectations
is given by the number of questions asked : when
users feel that the system they interact with is unre-
stricted, they will feel comfortable asking questions
and will start to do so. Conversely, if they feel the
model is restricted, they will refrain from asking
questions. The results show a much higher number
of questions for users interacting with COMBOT

(Table 3)

5.3 Component analysis
Figure 3 displays an example Human-Bot dialog
using the COMBOT model which illustrates the
interactions between the three composing bots: the
EMPATHYBOT closes the conversation with social
chit-chat, the FOLLOWUPBOT responds to the user
turn and MEDBOT asks questions from the dialog
tree whenever suitable.

The proportion of turns generated by each bot
(cf. Figure 2d) varies from one dialog to another,
illustrating the capacity of the ensemble model to
adapt to various dialog users and contexts. We find
that in 55% of the collected dialogs, a majority of
turns (i.e., more than 33% of the turns) is generated
by the EMPATHYBOT model; in 29% of the cases
by the FOLLOWUPBOT and in 16% of the cases by
the MEDBOT10

We also observe interesting dependencies and
correlations. MEDBOT is triggered twice more of-

10Since a COMBOT dialog has an average of 21 turns and
only half of those are generated by the bot, this means that for
55% of the collected dialogs, the dialog contains more than
3 “social” dialog turns (turns generated by EMPATHYBOT).
Similarly, 29% of the collected dialogs contain more than
3 follow-up turns (FOLLOWUPBOT) and 16% more than 3
task-based turns (MEDBOT).
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BOT: : [opening question] What would you like to share today?
USER: : i feel soo tired
BOT: : [FOLLOWUPBOT] Is something making you hyper at night?
USER: : maybe i am so stressed that i cannot sleep
BOT: : [MEDBOT] What wakes you up at night ?
USER: : nothing, i just cannot fall asleep
BOT: : [FOLLOWUPBOT] Are your sleep issues anxiety related?
USER: : i think so
BOT: : [FOLLOWUPBOT] Also do you snore when you do sleep possibly sleep apnea?
USER: : i do not know
BOT: : [MEDBOT] Do you feel anxiety or stress during nights awakenings ?
USER: : yes, a bit
BOT: : [MEDBOT] Anxiety and sleep may be connected, it is time to speak with your physician
USER: : okay
BOT: : [FOLLOWUPBOT] What about getting a second opinion from another doctor about your situation?.
USER: : why not
BOT: : [FOLLOWUPBOT] What does your doctor say about coming off of them and then trying to go back on.
USER: : i do not know
BOT: : [MEDBOT] Are you not able to fall asleep regularly or punctually ?
USER: : regularly
BOT: : [EMPATHYBOT] i hope things get better for you , and that you are able to enjoy your time with your family .
USER: : thank you
BOT: : [EMPATHYBOT] you are welcome , and i wish you the best of luck with the rest of your life . : )

Figure 3: Example Human-ComBot dialog

ten after FOLLOWUPBOT (30 cases) than after EM-
PATHYBOT (12 cases) – this indicates that follow-
up questions help bringing the user back to the
questions contained in the dialog tree.

6 Conclusion

A qualitative analysis of the collected dialogs indi-
cates several directions for further research.

Negation is often not recognised leading to in-
teractions in which the model continues discussing
a topic which was declared as irrelevant by the
user. Another difficulty is knowing when to end
the conversation. Long ones are good to complete
the task, but bad for people who are ready to finish
conversation but feel forced to continue. To im-
prove user engagement, a possibility would be to
explore whether the information provided by sen-
timent analysers could be exploited to help main-
tain a positive interaction. By detecting polarity, it
could also help improve negation handling.

Another key issue concerns the emotional im-
pact of the dialog on the user. An interaction with
the bot might highlight a health issue the user was
not aware of resulting in increased user stress. In
such a situation, a good policy would be to provide
the user with some notion of solution, some piece
of information or advice which can help her face
the situation and if possible, incite her to act to
improve her health. Indeed some of the dialogs col-
lected with COMBOT show that users sometimes
ask for help. Here a knowledge-based agent could

be useful either to provide facts that are related to
the topic at hand or to highlight the connections be-
tween facts that have been mentioned in the dialog.
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